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Executive Summary

The aim of this paper is to provide an understanding of the priority digital solution areas for manufacturing SMEs. In this study, we examined the digitalisation preferences of 128 SMEs working with a predefined catalogue of 59 digital solution areas. This catalogue of digital solutions has previously been introduced in a companion whitepaper [18]. Out of all participants in the study, 86% ranked one of the top 5 items as a key priority for their business and 98% of respondents ranked one of the top 15 as priority. This contribution can help increase accessibility to digitalisation for manufacturing SMEs by allowing small manufacturers to focus on areas of immediate benefit and solution developers to concentrate efforts in these priority areas.
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1. Introduction

The work reported here is part of the Digital Manufacturing on a Shoestring programme which focusses on low-cost digital solutions for manufacturing SMEs. This whitepaper is companion paper to an earlier whitepaper, “A Catalogue of Digital Solution Areas [18]”.

The digitalisation of manufacturing processes has the potential to have a profound impact on the manufacturing industry. It can lead to increased efficiency, improved product quality, higher capacity, and many other benefits [1,2]. We define digital manufacturing as the application of digital information from multiple sources, formats, and owners for the enhancement of manufacturing processes, value chains, products, and services.

Small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) face bigger digitalisation challenges than larger companies [3]. However, SMEs represent a large part of the economy. In the UK manufacturing sector, they accounted for 45% of the economic contribution and employed 53% of the workers in 2019 [4,5]. Two challenges, which are specifically pronounced for SMEs, are the perceived high cost and complexity of digital solutions [6,7]. Despite the high relevance, only little research into addressing SME-specific barriers is conducted at the moment [8,9]. We use the term SME in accordance with the guidelines of the European Commission, referring to companies with a headcount of <250 and an annual turnover of ≤50MN € [10].

The aim of this paper is to show that digitalisation priorities are common among many SMEs. SMEs often have more basic digitalisation needs than large companies, however a lot of the available solutions are built and priced to be used at large scale [11]. Identifying common priorities can help address the cost and knowledge barrier by providing direction for research and facilitating standardisation.
2. Digitalisation Priorities for Manufacturing SMEs

The research done with 128 SMEs showed that predominantly they shared the same business needs, and consequently required the same small group of digital solutions to address these needs. All of these needs can be addressed using low-cost digital technologies, and by using the Shoestring approach, each solution is modular so SMEs can start by addressing one top priority and then add more incrementally.

In this section we present the ranking of the top 15 digital solution areas shown in Figure 2. 98% of all SME participants voted highest priority for at least one solution area in the top 15. Further, 86% of companies chose at least one highest priority solution area in the top 5. Together with the clearly discernible steps in the score after solution area 1 and area 4, this emphasises that many SMEs do indeed share their most critical digitalisation needs. Furthermore, it reinforces the comprehensiveness of the catalogue, as most companies (99%) were able to identify a solution that is important to their business.

Looking at the top 15 selections in Figure 2, these can be further categorised depending on the kind of benefit they provide. Eight solution areas are categorised under 1) Data Capture and Visualisation, five under 2) Data Analysis and Decision, two under 4) Support Systems and none under 3) Actuation, even though the catalogue itself contains more solution areas in category 2 than 1. This is not surprising, as category 1 solution areas could be an important first digital priority for many SMEs.

An important observation was the very high consistency of results between the workshops. Across all workshops, the two solution areas Real time tracking of internal jobs (location, status), and Digitised work instructions, photos and assembly procedures were ranked in the top 5 consistently. This is not surprising, because the typical low volume, high complexity product mix of SMEs often results in heavy reliance on human workers. Both solution areas can help mitigate the resulting variety in output, quality, and necessary training. All but three of the solution areas in Figure 2 were ranked in the top 20 of the catalogue in all of the workshops. Within the final top 15, all solution areas except Digital job cards ranked in the top 15 in at least 3/4 of all individual workshop. We can thus confirm that the ranking is robust. Solution areas below the top 15 show a higher variety due to the few votes they received in total.

For more detail on each of the top 5 solution areas, see Appendix A.
3. Capturing Digitalisation Priority Needs of Manufacturing SMEs

In this section we present the way in which digitalisation priorities are derived from a catalogue of Digital Solution Areas. A digital solution in this context is a digital system that facilitates a (current or new) activity in a company. A solution area describes the purpose of a solution, without referring to a specific technological implementation.

The digital solutions catalogue comprising 59 solution areas is the starting point for the prioritisation reported in this paper. Using a voting process, the SME participants in this study indicated which of these are of the highest and of medium priority to their business.

The digital solution area prioritisation was determined as part of the series of workshops. The participants were SME owner-managers, or other key management personnel, who were well suited to represent the company priorities accurately. Figure 1 shows the four-step prioritisation process followed during the workshops.

Alignment of business goals and digital solution areas is an important success factor for digitalisation in SMEs [12]. To ensure that the representatives had their company goals in mind when prioritising the solution areas, they first reflected on key order winners and business constraints. Order winners (price, quality, delivery, unique value, ethical performance) are competitive factors that address customer needs, while business constraints (people and information, plant and equipment, supply chain, demand, cash) are internal factors that could potentially limit growth [13].

Each participant was then asked to select three highest-priority solution areas that they regarded as important and valuable to their business. A further seven medium-priority selections were allowed to achieve a more nuanced ranking beyond the highest ranked solution areas. To represent both types of priority selections in one unifying ranking, a normalised priority score was derived for each solution area as follows:

\[
\text{solution area priority score} = \sum_{i \in \{\text{highest,medium}\}} \frac{\text{(#priority selections made)}_i}{\text{(#priority selections allocated per participant)}_i}
\]
4. Summary

This study has identified a clear hierarchy of importance in the catalogue of digital solution areas that was proposed in our companion paper [18]. Over 99% of the 128 participant SMEs in the study rated at least one of the digital solution areas as being highly beneficial to their business, confirming the comprehensiveness of the set.

Approx. 30% of the SMEs in our study chose Digital job cards, the highest ranked solution area, as a priority for themselves. 86% of participants determined one of the top 5, and 98% one of the top 15 solution areas to be important to their business. Hence it is reasonable to conclude that a priority of digital solution areas was established for SMEs. A majority of the solution areas are in the categories of basic data capture and analytics. Two case examples (using evidence from the literature) showed that it is possible to design such solutions using low-cost components, thus addressing the financial resource barrier of SMEs.
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Appendix A

For many of the solution areas, previous case studies (see e.g., [14–17]) suggest that a low-cost implementation, heavily based on open-source software and low-cost components is possible.

(i) Real Time Tracking of Internal Jobs (location, status)

The top solution is real time tracking of internal jobs (location, status). We define the scope of this area as “track and display where all jobs are at any given time, showing their shop floor location”. The popularity of the solution area is likely based on the clearly visible benefits it can bring to an SME that uses paper-based job cards. A real time overview of the current location of jobs can help with more accurate planning of capacity, identification of bottle necks, and jobs that did not progress for a certain time. A potential stand-alone low-cost implementation has been discussed in [15]. In the most basic deployment, this solution does not require more than one or several barcode scanners (and barcodes on the job card), a database, and a simple visualisation frontend. It could be expanded by a better integration with the job database or ERP system to give more information on the scanned jobs. Interaction with other solution areas such as Digital job cards (rank 11) or Monitoring of lead time (rank 9) are also possible.

(ii) Integrated Information Systems

An Integrated information system between design and production operation is another solution that is requested by many SMEs. The definition is to ensure that production operations have timely access to the latest design revisions and provide them with a mechanism for giving feedback to the design team. More broadly, this solution can be interpreted as facilitating information exchange between different departments of SMEs. An example of a solution based on an open-source internal message board that could fulfill such a function is given in [15]. Other options could be an integration with other solutions such as digitised work instructions (rank 3).

(iii) Digitised Work Instructions, Photos and Assembly Procedures

Digitised work instructions, photos and assembly procedures (rank 3) aim to provide the operator with high quality instructions for an operation, together with guidance on quality standards and other supporting documentation. A reduction of time wasted on search for instructions, reduced coordination effort (e.g., possibility to update instructions), and long-term documentation were identified as main benefits in a recent study [17]. Additional benefits can further be envisioned in the manufacturing area, e.g., the use of dynamic content, such as videos, can facilitate infrequent procedures, and employee training.

(iv) Capacity Monitoring of Human and Machine Resources

Accurate information about capacity, especially of expensive machinery, can be very valuable to shop floor managers. The fourth ranked solution, Capacity monitoring of human and machine resources, can fulfil this functionality with a basic setup consisting of a dashboard and sensors on the relevant machines. A way to retrieve machine status data by measuring energy usage, without interfering with the actual machine is described in [14]. This add-on style implementation has the advantage that it does not cause warranty or licensing issues compared to directly reading the data from the machine. A simple comparison of available and expected capacity can inform management about potential problems in the workflow, bottle necks, and similar waste. A better estimate of the capacity of human workers could be achieved by integrating with other solutions such as the top ranked Real time tracking of internal jobs (location, status).

(v) Process Monitoring

Process monitoring (rank 5) goes one step beyond the previously discussed capacity monitoring. We define it as reporting the state of a process by measuring or extracting key process variables/outputs (may also use equipment condition data if available). As the production process is at the heart of a manufacturing SME, the high ranking of this solution is expected. The feasibility of creating a low-cost version of this solution depends on the individual requirements of the process, such as needed accuracy and frequency. For many processes, a simple solution could suffice. A monitoring solution for temperature, axes position and speed, vibrations and acoustics was implemented based on a Raspberry Pi 2b and attached sensors into a legacy CNC machine in [16].
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